
Month 1: Tucker Trimmer 1 and Shaded Four Patch  
Learn how to use a Tucker Trimmer 1 to create half square triangles, quarter square triangles, and
combination units. With the Tucker Trimmer 1 alone, a quilter can make three (3) different units in 11
different sizes. These units are often what we refer to as basic units, therefore they must be precise to fit
nicely with more advanced units. This is a perfect place for any quilter to begin their journey through the
Studio 180 Design set of tools . 
You will also learn how to expand the use of your Tucker Trimmer 1 by creating a Shaded Four Patch
unit. By using Deb Tucker's method of strip piecing the construction of a shaded-four patch, the quilter
eliminates the need to stitch fabrics on an unsecured bias. This method also eliminates the stretching and
puckering within a unit. Quilters will use their Tucker Trimmer 1 to finalize their units and then discover
a wide array of layouts that can be created with just one block.

You will need to bring a sewing machine in working condition along with basic quilting supplies for class.

Supplies:
Tucker Trimmer I
Quilter’s Magic Wand
Frixion Pen or other fabric marking tool
Shaded Four Patch Technique Sheet

Recommended extras:
Sizing Spray- Best Press or Magic
Acorn Easy Precision Piecing System

Fabric Requirements for the entire year:
If you plan on completing a sampler quilt with the blocks we make in each class, we recommend 3 yards
of background fabric and 2 yards each of a medium and dark fabric. We suggest using a combination of
fat quarters, and ¼ - ⅓ yard cuts if you are pulling from your stash. If you would like us to curate a kit, we
will use (15) ⅓ yard cuts. We suggest a combination of small to medium sized prints, tone on tones and
small volume prints. Larger prints should be limited. Batiks would work beautifully in this project. We
will be completing (12) 12 inch blocks. Keep this in mind if you would like to make your quilt larger. We
can discuss this on a one on one basis.
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https://www.sewinstitchesshoppe.com/shop/c/p/Tucker-Trimmer-x42148830.htm
https://www.sewinstitchesshoppe.com/shop/c/p/Quilters-Magic-Wand-x42148828.htm
https://www.sewinstitchesshoppe.com/shop/c/p/Frixion-Heat-Erase-Pen-07mm--Single-Pen-x42149121.htm
https://www.sewinstitchesshoppe.com/shop/c/p/Frixion-Fineliner-Pen-x65458760.htm
https://www.sewinstitchesshoppe.com/shop/c/p/Shaded-4-Patch-Technique-Sheet-x42148829.htm
https://www.sewinstitchesshoppe.com/shop/c/p/Best-Press--Spray-Starch-32-Fl-Oz-x50182509.htm
https://www.sewinstitchesshoppe.com/shop/c/p/Magic-Premium-Quilting-Crafting-Spray-x66435133.htm
https://www.sewinstitchesshoppe.com/shop/c/p/Easy-Precision-Piecing-Starter-Kit-x49534030.htm


Cutting Instructions:
Combination Unit.
#1a-Cut (2) light 5 ½” squares, (2) medium or dark

5 ½” squares. These will make up the smaller
triangles in the combination unit.

#1b.- Cut (4) medium or dark 5 ½” squares (larger
triangle)

#2a and b-Quarter Square Triangle-.  Cut (2) 5 ½”
squares of light fabric and (2) 5 ½” squares of
medium or dark fabrics to make up the Quarter
Square Triangles.

#3-Center Square-Cut (1) 4 ½” square for the center
square.
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